On both occasions this officer's conspicuous courage and resolute leadership has been an inspiration to his men and has done much to maintain the high morale of his company.

**Military Cross**

Lieutenant David Phillips Tomson (472633) The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (Princess Louise's).

On the 5th June 1965 Lieutenant Thomson and his platoon moved into enemy country in Sarawak with the mission on a river. He sited this ambush to bring maximum fire to bear on enemy boat traffic. On the 5th June 1965 Lieutenant Thomson's platoon, Lieutenant Thomson himself, and a number of others were heard to cry out as though wounded in the hand. Lieutenant Thomson then withdrew, initially under fire, to his company base.

This successful action was the result of meticulous planning, training and rehearsal by Lieutenant Thomson. It involved a long approach march, which included crossing a river, reconnaissance and selection of the ambush site and it also involved being two nights and one day from the ambush area. The successful outcome of this operation was entirely due to the courageous, coolness, determination and aggressiveness displayed personally by Lieutenant Thomson. He has shown leadership of the highest order coupled with good discipline, accurate shooting, and a disregard for his own safety worthy of the very highest standard. He has commanded his men in an exemplary manner with no thought for his own safety. He has also personally led his Company on numerous border patrols of long duration, enduring physical danger and discomfort.

**Military Cross**

Captain (Q.G.O.) BHARAT RAI (462991), 7th Duke of Edinburgh's Own Gurkha Rifles.

On the 5th June 1965, Captain Bharat Rai was wounded in the hand. Lieutenant Thomson then withdrew, initially under fire, to his company base.

This successful action was the result of meticulous planning, training and rehearsal by Lieutenant Thomson. It involved a long approach march, which included crossing a river, reconnaissance and selection of the ambush site and it also involved being two nights and one day from the ambush area. The successful outcome of this operation was entirely due to the courageous, coolness, determination and aggressiveness displayed personally by Lieutenant Thomson. He has shown leadership of the highest order coupled with good discipline, accurate shooting, and a disregard for his own safety worthy of the very highest standard. He has commanded his men in an exemplary manner with no thought for his own safety. He has also personally led his Company on numerous border patrols of long duration, enduring physical danger and discomfort.

Amongst other tasks entrusted to Company Commanders in these jungle operations is the winning of the hearts and minds of the local people. In this respect, Major Robinson has been outstandingly successful and has won not only the respect but the sincere affection of the local people with whom he has worked.

This officer at all times has set an example to all ranks of his Company and indeed to the whole Battalion on how an infantry Company Commander should conduct operations in the Borneo Territories. He is well above average in this respect and has set an example well above and beyond the normal calls of duty.
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